The Monthly Observations
for October 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “October 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic things. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible realms. Insights about collective
dynamics can, from time to time, be really useful.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work can only offer video, phone or email consultations at this time.
Every format is just as effective. To book or ask a question, get in contact here.
ps… I only access email on Monday to Friday mornings. Call or sms for a faster reply

“OCTOBER”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Chart
each year

in 2021

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

10/1

2031/6

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

33/6

128/2

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

43/7

2159/8

“October 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or
“bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring comes to promote better
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existence. A count like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number
presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

3

9

7

4

1

4

2

1

2

2

Let’s look closer at this…..

“October”s birth numbers are “10/1” and “2031/6”
backing your horse is back on the cards
Nine “1”s, this month, want horses backed; self knowing self more palpably. It takes time for most of
us to constantly honour what we sense as gut feel. Confidence is inherent in this; rightness is a
feeling not just a thought. The more we learn to listen to higher self, the more exactly we discern.
“1” is a time for uniqueness, difference, to stand and be counted healthily. We’re all odd as well as
having sameness. “1” phases want us knowing and celebrating this. It can bring moments that feel
isolated, when “I’m” the only one viewing, knowing, sensing “this”. Here, we can feel out of place
because we seem alone in our experience. “1” comes to forge “I” as boundary setter; it develops our
ear for our “inner” guide. There’s always a value in learning such things. They help us hold lines that
are respectful. We are all unique. With that, comes advantage. Don’t be surprised if you learn more
re this in “October”.
As social beings, we can like a bit of sameness. It’s not always fun standing out. Yet, “1” restates that
there is no bad stance (assuming we’re in integrity). Chapters that bear “10/1” and “6” want us
accepting every single aspect. That doesn’t mean agree with “it” all. Sooner or later, difference
becomes sameness. Lack of understanding is clearer when the time comes to see things. We’re all
very odd from certain angles. Uniqueness is how every atom makes a value-added difference.
So, that is “1”. “0” boosts these rhythms given its role with space. “10/1” can feel alone at times –
through this, life leads us to new perspectives. When we’re too busy or in amongst group, we don’t
always sense the best, next, core move. “1” is the start of a new pathway – all from scratch or just a
section. Either way, it highlights how to make room for more of what is needed. As the first stage in
a new nine-stage cycle, it inducts self into new ways of sensing and being. It can slow us down from
“just” steaming ahead which, in hindsight, often proves as favour. The universe is totally futurefocused. What we think, feel, do now shapes what unfolds next.
Life sometimes flows in mysterious ways – only to get self moving “up”. There is no need to lose faith
when life starts to block or frustrate. They’re big words yet, through such dynamics, life helps us into
conscious “me” more. “10/1” helps people know themselves better; with that, how to authentically
perform. Insights like this usually guide us in the future practically. “2031” reduces to “6” which links
with “1” incredibly. “6” flags balance and, hence, a time to get more in touch with authentic “I”. In
you or other, it’s all about promoting love, teaching, service, care. Chapters that carry “6” as birth
number want more support flowing through things. They can, in themselves, unfold gentler even if
challenge exists.
“6” in a “5”-heavy year can offer time-out. It can feel as if the padding is back; self’s not so exposed
or abandoned in things. If nothing else, guidance comes stronger and - with this - bigger picture
(more realistic) views. That can be thought but it’s also felt. “10/1” also does such things. “1” and
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“6” want peace and affirmation enduring as states, witnessed and beamed. This “October” could
steer you to what’s right, for you, solidly. It’s likely to call for justice and acceptance; mutually
respectful adulthood. Binary views are always egoic. Remembering this in action can be a great help.
There is always more than black v white. “1” accepts variation; every stance is value-add. It’s only
when we’re too much in model, self or mind that imbalance breeds.

My Clearing Cards® help self back to core
Life flows best when we choose to release egoic rhythms
consciously. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially in
spiritual realms. There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set, each
offering two levels of message. Either or both can help you shift, discover and intuit
more. Life reveals heaps when we relax; focus on breath; and give it the space to
wholistically inform. To purchase or read more about my Clearing Cards®, go through
to my Shop or click here.

This month’s M.O.s are “33/6” and “128/2”
expression has multiple aspects in truth
Both of this month’s M.O.s are master numbers. How we learn this month (and stretch) might be
potent. Through these rhythms, the birth numbers birth. What we end up doing is shaped by how
we process. “3” appears in “2031/6”; expression and creating, this month, are key. Communication
is much more than verbal; it’s also gestured and intuitive. Thoughts and feelings are a part of the
mix, be they let out or held inside. Mind and gut-feel form what we offer. This month could help us
process more and receive amazing insights. Months with three master numbers can be powerful.
Within this, comes intuitive moments – some invited; others just lob.
The universe is constantly trying to guide us to the “there” (and future) we’re already linked to.
Months like this can offer new prisms through which to view. With this, can birth amazing
perspectives which, somehow, feel more wholistic. “33/6” can flag that flow matters - more than
usual – in anything. Life always invites us to learn more. Through this, awareness and individuals
grow. Receiving, intuiting, gut feel counts with “3” also flagging production. Can you sense, here,
how life wants perfection in taking in and giving out? “3”-heavy zones can foster health as a
challenge or end result. “3”, twice over, could lead us all into more “6” – what feels right at self’s
core. Spiritually, that is always a place where “you”, “me” and “them” long-term prosper.
Harmony births out of “3” moments – inside, outside, in between. “3” helps people find their real
purpose, face and place in things. Numbers always denote what we’ll grow next – or miss - by doing
stuff. “128” adds down through “11” which likes to re-present the whole, big picture. This vibe
wants actualisation. That comes from knowing self well. This “October” is a time to discover “I” – in
you, me and others; learning how to interact; as well as gleaning more about how to succeed.
“Success” is the state where every cell buzzes with joy, precision, energy. It’s not just a zone for
money and objects. Authentic “I” matters in everything. Meaning, this month, is due for a boost;
getting real wherever we need to. “2” is a time for learning how to co-exist. “October” might lead
you into stances more in sync.
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We don’t own much and most of that’s “internal”. Such is the nature of a soul’s path. These things
said, “11” is truth; a time that wants us “seeing” more. That can be wonderful, delightful;
sometimes, however, it can feel off. Clarity wants to boom when “10/1”, “33/6” and “128/2” step
forward. This year is “5” and “128” (“11”) resonates strongly with this. Both vibrations can trigger
sudden, unexpected shifts. They nudge selves out of tunnel vision, back into fullness over again.
They, therefore, introduce more balance and, often, better-rounded perspectives. They’re
grounding, clearing, defining numbers that come to dissolve complexity. Don’t be surprised if this
“October” helps you feel more affirmed and affirming.
“6” is a healer of event, mind and body. It flags how life wants balance and truth. Health can
blossom as topic or crisis. “33” flags expression as a healer. Releasing what’s felt often helps shift
stuff. This month might nudge you to journal, exercise, meditate, speak “it” some more. Letting go is
a potent curer and, as we release, we often sense more. Everything starts on the energetic level.
Where can you surrender all that you grip? Embracing the need to heal and rebalance helps all sorts
of stuckness shift.
Test the above. You’re a physical being with an energetic core to nurture. You don’t need to act like
a container. Everything moves if we let it. It is only through trying that newness starts. Life is flow.
Focus fosters perfection. What we produce is invisible pre-birth. Everything starts at a place of
awareness. We’re here to actualise all we are able. Connect, first, with life – divine energies. “Just”
doing this can heal and grow great things. Always explore. Never blindly believe.

**************

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
You can read reviews about me here
**************

“October” brings reality numbers of “43/7” and “2159/8”
wisdom rebirthed; clearer path and purpose
“43/7” signals eyes will open up (which featured last month, too). These three digits are all mindenhancers…. “3” says “realise”; “4” grows awareness; “7”, wisdom. The latter vibe flags practical
knowing; it’s precision of sight; sure of how life works. “7” wants doubt and uncertainty leaving
(being the place of wholistic “I know”). Here, there is no egoic self; it’s a matter of fact that’s ready
to move. Through such rhythms, we let go of doubt and “just do it”. “7” is the move from student to
master; no more hesitation. Working with “8” as reality number, it speaks of enhancements to end
results. “7” is “I know”; “8”, perfection of manifesting - precision of delivery and mindset. Through
this, we start kicking goals we hold dear. This month wants movement, healing, learning that goes on
to breed healthy and inclusive futures.
“7” also flags teaching; sharing wisdom. It can denote student and/or teacher. Both guide both
when we do them well. “7” is “learn. “8”, cook as only you can cook things. It’s no longer time for
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cast-molded masses. The 2020’s seek uniqueness. We are all emitters who open or reduce doors.
“7” is intuitively practical wisdom; “8”, abundance in every form. These universal end points could
birth more this month as states and methods we’ll learn more about by the 31st. More clarity is due
somehow - mental, physical; affirmed, offered. Coming in the last calendar quarter - of a “5” year –
this augers well. What better start than one that’s well-focused and ready to get on next year? This
month could help “2022” in a number of ways – maybe in ways that are hard to see for some.
Everything is geared to health, harmony, resolution. Egoic self doesn’t tend to know this but that’s
why it’s key. Don’t be surprised if this month promotes resolution around or in you. Letting go is
how we get ready to receive anew.
Out of “8”, lastly, clarity pops – self sensing more of what it’s really here for. “7” supports that nicely,
as does “10/1”, “128/2”, “33/6”. This month seeks gain in ways we can use; insights that help you
place whatever you need to. Four “5”s and two “9”s will steer us towards newness in any sphere.
Continue stepping with eyes open to glean, intuit, all you can. This month comes to educate and
inform so as to guide people into better placement. Even here, knowing self matters as a constantly
shifting state. Being well-grounded and -understood requires us to breathe to process what’s
uncertain. The universe always has your back even when little light seems to shine through. The
more you know this, the greater the help you and all else tends to receive.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 11 October to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s
Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first
Thursday of every month. We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. If you miss “October”s Show, we’ll
save your questions for “November”. The program likes to be interactive and your details
aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thurs 7th at threedradio.com
from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia) time or revisit this page to hear it from Mon 11th.
microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
get ready to see and birth new things
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